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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The present work deals with the evaluation of several
algorithms for sinewave parameter estimation, and the
subsequent effective bit computations for Analog-to-Digital
Converters (ADCs). Three well-known algorithms are
investigated; they include the Closed Form Approximation
algorithm, the Three Parameter Fit algorithm (with known
frequency), and the Four Parameter Least Squared Fit
algorithm (with unknown frequency) . These three algorithms
form part of the larger sinewave curve fit technique
employed in dynamic testing of ADCs. The sinewave curve
fit test gives an overall indication of the quality of an
ADC under test in terms of a figure of merit - the
effective number of bits of the ADC.
In this work, the ADC under consideration as well as
the reference data used in testing are simulated in
software. The reference data includes pure sinewaves and
sinewaves corrupted by the addition of calculated amounts
of noise or higher order harmonics. The degradation in the
number of effective bits for the simulated ADC is observed
for each test input.
Following these introductory remarks, we introduce in
Chapter 2, the basic concepts involved in the dynamic
testing of an ADC. The different dynamic test methods
available and the requirements of the input test signal are
presented.
Chapter 3 focuses on the sinewave curve fit technique.
This technique is described in detail along with the errors
it measures and its advantages and disadvantages. The
notion of effective bits as a figure of merit for an ADC is
also defined.
The prime focus of this report is to investigate the
available sinewave curve fit algorithms. In Chapter 4, the
Closed Form Approximation algorithm and the Three Parameter
Fit algorithm are presented. Their performance is
evaluated and their relative merits and demerits are
listed.
Chapter 5 deals entirely with the Four Parameter Least
Squared Fit algorithm. The standard algorithm is first
described, methods for obtaining the initial parameter
estimates are highlighted, and the algorithm is
subsequently analyzed. Problems encountered with the
algorithm are discussed and modifications made to the
standard algorithm to enhance its performance are detailed.
The generation of simulated reference data for use in
testing is presented in Chapter 6. This is followed by an
analysis of the results obtained for the various simulated
data sets.
The main computer program and significant functions,
written in the C programming language, implementing the
major algorithms are described in Chapter 7.
Chapter 8 lists our conclusions and recommendations
for future work.
CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC TESTING OF ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Dynamic testing refers to the performance evaluation
of an ADC when it is subjected to time-varying inputs.
This type of testing is essential because there often
exists a wide discrepancy between the static and dynamic
performance of an ADC. It may be caused by a variety of
reasons, prime among which are the response time, settling
time and slew-rate limitations of the active devices of the
circuit, as well as the ADC aperture jitter. All these
limitations are taken into account by dynamic testing,
which is therefore far more stringent than static testing
and consequently gives a better indication of the converter
performance in its intended application. Dynamic
performance characteristics may also vary with changes in
the sampling frequency, signal frequency and amplitude. If
the entire frequency range over which the ADC is operated
is tested dynamically, then, an accurate picture of the
quality of the ADC may be obtained.
2 . 1 TEST METHODS
Currently four methods of dynamic testing are widely
used. They include the histogram test, the beat frequency
test, the FFT test and the sinewave curve fit test. Each
of these tests provides information on some of the
performance specifications of the ADC. In this report, we
thoroughly investigate the sinewave curve fit test and use
it to determine the effective bits of the ADC under
consideration.
2 . 2 INPUT TEST SIGNAL
The input test signal normally employed for most
dynamic test measurements is a full-scale sinewave.
Sinewaves have a number of distinct advantages not offered
by other waveforms. They are easy to generate at any
frequency of interest. They are also highly accurate,
consistent and readily available. In addition, they are
reproducible. Using any readily available, high quality
sinewave generator, we can duplicate and verify test
results as many times as desired. It should be noted
however, that the above statement holds good only for
testing ADCs with a small number of bits (<16). It is not
easy to get sinewaves pure enough to test ADCs with 16 or
more bits.
Another major reason why sinewaves are preferred is
because they are easy to analyze mathematically and their
characteristics, especially the important slew rate
characteristic, are well known. This greatly simplifies
the algorithms used for data analysis [12]. Sinewaves are
also bidirectional. This means that a sinewave test signal
will accurately identify ADC problems that depend upon the
slope of the input signal [5].
2.2.1 Amplitude and Frequency Requirements
For successful dynamic testing using the sinewave
curve fitting method, certain guidelines should be followed
with regard to the frequency and amplitude of the input
test signal
.
Ampli tude
It is very important to use full scale sinewaves as
input test signals. In some cases, due to additive noise,
the sinewave amplitude may have to be slightly below the
full scale value in order to avoid clipping at peak values
which causes harmonic distortion.
Signals which are less than full scale are liable to
produce misleading results due to the following reasons
[5]:
If a half amplitude sinewave is used, then only half
the possible codes are tested. Specifying performance
relative to full scale implies that the behavior of the
half of the codes not tested is identical to that of the
tested half, an assumption that is obviously not true. If
the input test signal is full scale, the complete dynamic
range and all of the codes of the ADC are exercised.
Full scale testing is far more stringent than half
scale testing because errors due to aperture jitter,
dynamic non-linearity, noise, slewing and settling effects
all increase as the input signal level is increased. In
fact, a full scale sinewave has twice the slew rate of a
half scale sinewave at the same frequency.
Kon linear effects also increase out of proportion
with the signal amplitude, allowing some failures to be
observed only with a full scale input.
Frequency
The frequency should be chosen such that it ensures
testing of as many of the digitizer codes as possible. It
should also be similar to the intended application
bandwidth.
2.2.2 Purity of Source
Successful dynamic testing relies heavily on the
purity of the sinewave source [11]. Commonly available
synthesized sources can be used to provide the short and
long term stability needed for the dynamic range of the
ADC. However, passive filtering may be required to
eliminate the harmonic distortion from the source.
CHAPTER 3
SINEWAVE CURVE FITTING AND EFFECTIVE BITS
Sinewave curve fitting is a relatively easy method
used in obtaining a global description of the dynamic
performance of an ADC. By global, it means that all the
errors measured by the test are averaged to give a general
measurement of the ADC transfer function [12]. The total
noise from all sources is evaluated giving rise to the
popular figure of merit of an ADC, namely the effective
bits.
The first section of this chapter discusses what is
meant by the term effective bits of an ADC, and its
significance in dynamic testing. The sinevave curve fit
test is then described in detail. Errors measured and not
measured by this test are discussed, followed by its
advantages and disadvantages
.
3. 1 EFFECTIVE BITS
The number of effective bits is used as a figure of
merit in evaluating the dynamic performance of an analog to
digital converter. The effective bit characterization is
generally used to describe ADC errors for measurements of
repetitive signals such as are used in the field of
communication.
De finition
The effective bits of an ADC may be defined as the
number of bits in a perfect ADC whose rms quantization
error is equal to the total rms error of the practical
converter under test. The following formula may be used in
the calculation of the effective bits:
actual rms error
Effective bits = N - log -
ideal rms error
where N is the number of bits of the perfect ADC. The rms
error (actual) is calculated from the sinewave curve fit
test.
For an ideal ADC, the rms error is just the
quantization error inherent in all converters due to their
finite discrete resolution when converting a continuous
analog signal into digital form. This however, is not the
case for a practical ADC. In addition to the quantization
noise, the rms error of a practical ADC includes other
sources of noise such as amplifier distortion, differential
nonlinearity
,
integral nonlinearity , missing codes, noise
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and aperture uncertainty, which are often dependent on the
amplitude and frequency of the input test signal.
Degradation in the number of effective bits due to the
presence of noise comes from the noise sources listed below
[2].
1. Analog system distortion.
2. Analog system white noise.
3. Quantization noise.
4. Sample clock jitter.
5. Analog system correlated noise.
6. Source noise floor.
7. Source phase noise.
8. Source distortion.
The best way to identify the different noise components is
to analyze the digital data record in the frequency domain
using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
The effective bits may also be defined in terms of the
signal to noise ratio of the system.
effective bits = log (SNR) - 0.51og (1.5)
log
2
(A / V)
where
SNR = rros signal
rms noise
11
is the signal to noise ratio of the system, A is the
amplitude of the input sinewave and V is the full scale
range of the converter input.
3.2 SINEWAVE CURVE FIT TEST
A sinewave generator is used to generate a spectrally
pure sinewave which is fed to the ADC under test. The
corresponding digitized data record is obtained. A high
purity sinewave is then generated in software such that it
is the best fit sinewave (with respect to the mean squared
error) to the digitized data record. The difference
between the actual ADC data and the best fit data is
determined and the rms error (actual) is calculated. This
is nothing but the standard deviation of the error.
Next, an idealized digital record of the input is
generated by a perfect ADC (simulated in software), having
the same number of bits as the actual ADC. The best fit
sinewave to this idealized digital record is obtained. The
rms error (ideal) is calculated from the difference between
these two data records.
Since we know that the rms error of a perfect ADC is
due only to its quantization error, we don't actually go
through the process of finding the best fit sinewave to the
12
idealized digital record and thereby calculating the rms
error. Instead, we assume the ideal rms error to be equal
to the theoretical rms quantization error of a perfect li-
bit ADC.
The theoretical quantization error as a function of
input voltage is a triangular waveform with an amplitude
equal to half an lsb. Using this definition, we calculate
the ideal rms error as,
rms ideal = q / /12
where q is the width of an ideal code bin, «, is the full
f s
scale voltage and N is the number of bits of the ADC.
Then, using the formula given previously, the effective
bits of the ADC may be calculated.
3.3 ERRORS MEASURED
Errors such as random noise, quantization error,
differential nonlinearity
, missing codes, integral
nonlinearity, harmonic distortion, aperture uncertainty and
spurious response are measured by this test.
By varying the test conditions, some knowledge can be
gained about the different error components present in the
13
system [12]. White noise produces the same degradation
regardless of the input frequency or amplitude. Therefore
varying the test conditions has no effect on this noise.
Noise can also be identified by observing the difference
between the best fit sinewave and the input data taken.
Aperture error generates an error that is a function
of the input slew rate. It causes the number of effective
bits to vary linearly with both the input frequency and
amplitude of the waveform. If the input waveform is
sampled only at points of constant slew rate, such as at
zero crossings, then the aperture uncertainty corresponds
to the amount that the effective bits decline as a function
of slew rate.
Harmonic distortion which introduces harmonics in the
error residuals and in the Fourier transform is the result
of nonlinearities. By fitting the error residue with the
best fit sinewaves, the harmonic amplitudes can be
obtained
.
A qualitative feel for the errors may be obtained by
examining a plot of the residuals and of the Fourier
transform of the digitized sinewave [14]. Errors
concentrated near the zero crossings are probably due to
aperture uncertainty, while errors concentrated near the
peaks of the sinewave are probably due to nonlinearities.
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3.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
The main advantage of the sinewave curve fit test is
that it is relatively easy to execute and does not require
any sophisticated equipment. It is a global test in that
it gives an overall description of the dynamic performance
of the ADC, and also gives insight into the distribution of
the digitization error which is essential for the design of
a digital filtering procedure [12]. The various errors
measured are described above.
However, the test does not measure amplitude flatness,
phase linearity or any long term variations. Gain, offset
and bandwidth errors are not measured either.
15
CHAPTER 4
ALGORITHMS FOR SINEWAVE PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Generation of the best fit sinusoid to a digital data
record requires an estimation of the four sinewave
parameters, namely the amplitude, offset, frequency and
phase. Several fitting routines, both closed form and
iterative exist for the calculation of these parameters.
In this report, we investigate the performance of
three of these fitting routines. They include the closed
form algorithm developed by Jenq and Crosby [7], the three
parameter (known frequency) sinewave curve fit algorithm
[14] and the four parameter (general case) sinewave curve
fit algorithm developed by Peetz [12].
Of the three methods, only the three and four
parameter methods are extensively tested, their
shortcomings listed and modifications for improved
operation suggested. The closed form approximation method
is briefly discussed and evaluated in this chapter.
16
4.1 CLOSED FORM APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM
The algorithm developed by Jenq and Crosby [7] results
in closed form approximations for the four parameters of
the best fit sinusoid to a digital data record. A detailed
description may be found in [7]. This section briefly
examines the salient features of the algorithm in order to
determine its usefulness.
4.1.1 Description of Algorithm
We start with a data record consisting of N samples
assumed to be from a sinewave source of the form
S = {s
fe
= S(k / f ) = A sin(2IIfk/f + 6) + DC)
where k = 0, 1, .., N-l, and f is the sampling rate. From
a knowledge of these samples we want to estimate the four
parameters - amplitude, offset, frequency and phase of the
sinewave
.
The dc offset and the amplitude are determined first.
For this the 4-term Blackman-Harris window is sampled to
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obtain a window sequence of the form:
w = 0.35875 - 0.48829cos(k2IT/N) +
0. 14128cos(k4TT/N) -
. 01 168cos ( k6IT/N )
where k = , . .
.
,N-1
.
Then the dc offset estimate is given by:
N=l
A kiowksk
N=l
kiowk
and the amplitude estimate is given by:
ft =
,
Z„w, (s, - Dk=0 k k
N=l
k!owk
Determination of the frequency and phase require some
additional computations. We define
K - ok - 6> / *
uk= 1 - <-k»
2
x
y.
= sin (],) subject to monotonic condition,
*k
= k
'
f
s
where k = , .
.
, N-l
.
Using the above definitions, we set the followina:
SumU = Zu,
SumUT = Zu, t,k k
SumUTT = Zu, t, t,k k k
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SumUX = Zu, x,
SumUTX = Zu. t, x,k k k
A = SumU.SumUTT - SumUT.SumUT
We now have the frequency and phase estimates as:
A _ 1 SumU. SumUTX - SumUT. SumUX
211 A
g _ SumUX . SumUTT - SumUt SumUTX
A
Once the four parameters of the input sinewave are
determined, the estimated sinewave is used as if it were
the actual input sinewave to compute the effective bits of
the digitizer using the formula:
Effective Bits = log ( Ful1 Scale + i)y 2V12 RMSE *'
where Full Scale is the full scale of the digitizer used,
and RMSE is the root mean square error of the digitized
signal
.
4.1.2 Evaluation of Algorithm
Although the method outlined above appears to be both
simple and efficient, all is not as it seems. Calculation
of the amplitude and offset are found to be fairly
straightforward with fairly accurate results being obtained
in all cases. For the frequency and phase estimates, some
19
additional terms need to be defined, one among which is the
element
x = sin ( s k )> k = 0....N-1
where x, is in radians.
It is imperative that x increase monotonically if one
wants accurate (or even reasonably accurate) estimates of
frequency and phase. Herein lies the problem. Figure 4.1
shows a plot of the arcsine function. As can be seen from
the figure, the arcsine is defined only between ± IT/2. To
decide where exactly on the argument axis to put the result
for x at each step in order to preserve the required
monotonicity
,
we have to know not only the slope of the
sinewave at the current data point but also the slopes at
the previous and future data points, i.e., we need to know
where exactly on the unknown sinewave the data point lies.
Without this knowledge, there is no way of telling what the
correct argument value is. For a well known sinewave with
at least seven or eight data points per cycle, this is not
a problem, but the addition of even a little noise would
cause severe complications. Besides, we would like to use
this algorithm for the estimation of the parameters of a
totally unknown sinewave which may even have noise or some
other distortions.
2
oo
I <x>1—
=1
en
09' i oos'o o'o ooa'o-
(SUDJPDJ) (>()U1SD
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The problem detailed above was encountered after only
preliminary testing of the algorithm. Since further work
was not carried out, it is not known at this point whether
a solution to this problem would be difficult to realize or
not. Since then, a comprehensive analysis has been done
and the results tabulated. Details of this study may be
found in [4]
.
4.2 THREE PARAMETER ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
If the frequency of the input sinewave is accurately
known, as is often the case, then the three parameter
sinewave curve fit algorithm may be used. It is both
convenient and quick and gives excellent results. The next
section briefly highlights the salient features of the
algorithm. Then, the method is evaluated and its
advantages and disadvantages are discussed.
4.2.1 Description of Algorithm
A detailed description of the algorithm along with its
derivation may be found in [14]. Basically, this is a
closed form solution which can be used in the estimation of
22
three of the four parameters of the unknown sinewave. The
parameters estimated are the amplitude, offset and phase.
The frequency is assumed to be known.
The input to the algorithm consists of a data record
of N samples y. taken at times t , where k = 0, .
.
,N-1. The
samples are assumed to come from a sinusoidal source whose
output is sampled at a uniform rate.
We want to obtain a solution of the form,
y. ' = Acosfot ) + Bsin(ut ) + C
where u is the known angular input frequency and t are the
sample times. First the total residual errror, e, of the
measured data relative to the fitted sinewave is
calculated. Once we have this, the rms error is readily
obtained from the following equation:
= [< / N] 1/2
rms '
Then using the formula for effective bits given in Section
3.2, the number of effective bits of the ADC under
consideration can be determined.
However, we are more interested in obtaining a
solution:
yV = Rsin(ot + 9) + c
since this is the form that we get using the other
algorithms studied. For this, we need to convert the
2 3
amplitude (R) and phase(e) to the required form using,
2 2 1/2
R = [A + B ] '
e = tan
_1
(- A / B)
Since the answer is obtained in closed form,
convergence is always guaranteed.
4.2.2 Evaluation of Algorithm
The three parameter test algorithm was evaluated and
the results analyzed. For testing we used a sinewave with
an amplitude of 5 volts, an offset of 5 volts, and a
sampling rate of 1.05E-4 sees. The frequency is 14.5 hz
.
The sampling rate is chosen such that it is non-
harmonically related to the input frequency. These
parameters have been chosen at random. This sinewave was
digitized by a 16 bit ADC with a full scale range of 10
volts. The digital record obtained formed the input to the
algorithm. The input phase was varied in steps of 30" from
0° upto 360°. At each step the values of the three
parameters estimated, the rms error and the effective bits
were tabulated (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
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Table4.1. Summary of results forthe three parameteralgorithrn.
INPUT PARAMETERS: Amplitude = 5.0 Volts Offset = 5.0 Volts
Frequency =14. 5 Hz Sampling Rate = 1.05E-4secs
Input Phase Amplitude Estimate Offset Estimate Phase Estimate
(degrees) (Volts) (Volts) (degrees)
5.00003 4.99999
30 5.00000 5.00001 30
GO 4.99999 4.99999 60
90 5.00003 5.00000 90
120 4.99999 4.99996 120
150 5.00000 5.00001 150
180 5.00003 4.99999 180
210 4.99999 4.99998 210
240 5.00001 4.99998 240
270 5.00000 4.99997 270
300 5.00001 4.99998 300
330 4.99999 4.99998 330
360 5.00003 4.99999 360
25
Table 4.2. Variation of effective bits with phase (Three parameter algorithm).
INPUTPARAMETERS: Amplitude S.OVolts Offset = 5.0VoKs
Frequency = 14.5Hz Sampling Rate =1.05E-4secs
Input Phase RMS Error Effective Bits
(degrees)
0.000044 15.991459
30 0.000044 15.997597
60 0.000044 1 5.999408
90 0.000044 1 5.999249
120 0.000043 16.019889
150 0.000043 16.011923
180 0.000044 15.991487
210 0.000044 15.997627
240 0.000044 15.999382
270 0.000044 15.999296
300 0.000044 16.013802
330 0.000044 16.011917
360 0.000044 15.991604
2 6
For all values of the input phase, the effective bits
obtained are found to be very accurate as may be seen from
Figure 4.2. The amplitude and the offset of the sinewave
are also estimated very accurately. We now turn our
attention to the phase estimates obtained. It is seen that
while the input phase varies from 0° upto 360°, the
estimated phase values do not exceed the range ±90°. This
is as expected because we are using the inverse tan
function which yields results in the first and fourth
quadrants only. To try to find some relation between the
actual and the estimated values, and thereby devise some
correction factor, we consider the equation for the phase.
One interesting fact becomes evident. For all input phase
values in the first quadrant, (0° - 90°), both A and B have
a positive sign. In the second quadrant, (90° - 180°), A
is positive while B is negative. In the third quadrant,
(180° - 270°), both A and B are negative, and in the fourth
quadrant, (270° - 360°), A is negative while B is positive.
Knowing the signs of A and B and the estimated phase
value, the actual phase may be calculated as:
* = S -r» in the first quadrant
* = TT + e — in the second quadrant
* = n + e - in the third quadrant
* = 8 -> in the fourth quadrant
where * is the actual phase and 8 is the phase estimate.
27
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Example
For an input phase value of 120°, the results obtained
from the test are:
Estimated phase = - 60°
,
A = +ve and B =
-ve
This indicates that the angle lies in the second quadrant.
Now, using the formula for the second quadrant given above,
we get
:
* = IT + 8°
= n - 60°
= 120°
which is what we want. A suitable modification is made to
the algorithm to incorporate this phase correction factor.
It is seen therefore, that if the input frequency is
accurately known, it would be best to use the three
parameter method to determine the estimates of the sinewave
parameters, and thereby the effective bits of the digitizer
under consideration. The algorithm is both efficient and
simple and very accurate results are obtained for all
cases
.
2 9
CHAPTER 5
FOUR PARAMETER LEAST SQUARED FIT ALGORITHM
The best-fit sinusoid to the digital record of a
sinewave using the standard four parameter least squared
fit technique for parameter estimation developed by Peetz
et al. [12] is presented. The problem statement is first
formulated, followed by a description of the method
employed. Different ways of selecting the initial
estimates of the parameters of the input data record are
then given. The method is evaluated and its shortcomings
are listed. Next, steps are taken to try to modify the the
standard fitting routine in order to remove some of the
ambiguities present. A technique for phase correction is
proposed. The requirements for proper operation of the
modified method are listed. Finally, the problems
encountered with the least squared fit technique in general
are discussed.
JO
5 . 1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given a data record taken from a sinewave source, to
generate a sinewave in software that is the best fit to the
input data record.
INPUT
Data record containing N samples of amplitude y at
times t, k = 1, 2 , ..., N.
OUTPUT
Estimates of the amplitude, offset, frequency and
phase of the best fit sinewave to the input data record.
RMS error between the input sinewave and the best fit
sinewave
.
5.2 DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD ALGORITHM
The least squares curvefit principle for parameter
estimation is employed. We start with a data record
containing N samples of amplitude y at times t
,
(k = 1,
2
-
•••< N )
•
The data record is assumed to be taken from a
sinewave source. This source may represent a high purity
31
sinewave or it may represent a sinewave contaminated by
some form of noise or by the addition of harmonics to the
fundamental
.
The basic approach to the method is as follows [8].
1
.
An initial estimate of the four parameters is
obtained from the input data. Several ways of
making these initial estimates are listed in the
next section.
2. Using a first order Taylor series expansion, the
function is expanded about the initial estimates.
3. The least squares estimates of the required
increments to the four parameters are calculated
simultaneously.
4. The calculated increments are added to the initial
estimates of the parameters.
5. Using the new parameter estimates, the least
squares estimates of the new increments for the
parameters are calculated.
6. These new increments are used to calculate the
values of the new parameters.
7. Steps (5) and (6) are repeated until sufficiently
accurate estimates of the true parameter values
have been attained. A predetermined value of error
magnitude serves as the stopping criterion.
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Once the estimates of the four parameters have been
calculated, the rms error between the input sinewave and
the best fit sinewave is determined. This rms error is
then used in the calculation of the effective bits of the
ADC as per the formula given in Section 3.1.
5.3 INITIAL ESTIMATES
Initial estimates of the frequency and phase of the
data record which are close to the true values are critical
to the success of the algorithm. Some of the methods used
in making these initial estimates are outlined below.
5.3.1 Frequency
The frequency is measured in radians per second.
1. Since the frequency of the sinewave generator used
to obtain the data record is known, this frequency
can be used as the initial estimate.
2. A DFT can be performed on either the full record or
a portion of it to give the initial frequency
estimate
.
3. The initial estimate can also be calculated based
on a knowledge of the times of the zero crossings
of the data record.
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5.3.2 Phase
The phase is measured in radians and is referred to
the first point in the data record.
1. The linear least squares fit technique can be used
to determine the phase estimate as the intercept of
the relation between the zero-crossing times of the
record and consecutive integer multiples of IT.
2. Given a frequency estimate, the phase estimate can
be calculated in closed form using the three-
parameter least squared fit technique [14].
3. Using the first two samples of the data record, a
two point estimation of the phase can be made,
given by,
Phase = (sign(y
2
- y^) cos -1 ((y - C) / A)
where y is the first data point of the record, y
is the second data point of the record, C is an
estimate of the offset and A is an estimate of the
amplitude of the data record [14],
sign(y
2
- y
1
) = 1 for y 2 > Y 1
= -1 for y 2
< Vl
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5.3.3 Amplitude
1. If the digitizer is reasonably free from large
random errors, the amplitude may be estimated as
half the algebraic difference of the maximum and
minimum values of the data record.
2. A histogram representing the probability density
function of the digital codes may also be
employed
.
5.3.4 Offset
1. The offset may be obtained by taking one half of
the algebraic sum of the maximum and minimum
values of the data record.
2
.
Another method is to take the average value over
an integer number of cycles.
5.4 EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM
The least squared fit method as proposed by Peetz
et al. [12] was evaluated using both simulated as well as
real-world data records. Sinewaves with different values
of amplitude, offset, frequency and phase were used. In
each case, three of the four parameters were held constant
while the fourth was varied. The sampling rate was chosen
3 b
to be non-harmonically related to the input signal
frequency.
Some interesting observations are brought to light.
In practically all the trials, for the case of a pure
sinewave, the amplitude, offset and frequency are estimated
very accurately, with an error not exceeding about 1* of
the actual value. However, although the phase estimate is
found to have the correct magnitude, the signs are often
reversed. This reversal of signs is quite arbitrary. It
is seen that for data records with a phase value very close
to degrees or nTI, (n = 0,...), the number of effective
bits calculated by the algorithm is fairly close to the
actual value. For an input phase other than those
mentioned above, the number of effective bits computed by
the algorithm bears no set relation to the expected number
of bits. In some cases the correct number of bits is
calculated. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the variation of the
fitted parameters and effective bits, respectively, with
phase
.
For some of the cases in which the phase was
incorrectly estimated by the algorithm, the rms error is
found to be inordinately large, leading to a totally
erroneous value of the effective bits of the ADC. However,
no trend is discernible. A plot of the effective bits as a
function of the input phase is presented in Figure 5.1.
:ih
Table 5.1. Summary of results for the standard four parameter algorithm.
INPUT PARAMETERS: Amplitude = 4.8 Volts Offset = 4.8Vorcs
Frequency = 14.5Hz Sampling Rate = 1.61E-4secs
Input Phase Amplitude Est. Offset Est. Frequency Est. Phase Est.
(degrees) (Volts) (Volts) (Hz) (degrees)
4.799965 4.799982 14.500001 0.0
5 4.809423 4.999941 14.500000
-4.99947
10 4.799940 4.999945 14.500000
-10.000026
15 4.799668 4.999943 14.500000
-15.000038
20 4.794892 4.999948 14.500000
-20.000002
25 4.799952 4.999945 14.499999
-25.000004
30 4.804231 4.999942 14.500000
-29.999997
35 4.799944 4.999942 14.500002 34.999943
40 4.799946 4.999945 14.500000 39.999989
45 4.809796 4.999949 14.499998 45.000001
50 4.799914 4.999946 14.500001
-50.000001
55 4.799973 4.999943 14.500000 54.999925
60 4.795913 4.999943 14.500003 59.999874
65 4.799960 4.799966 14.500000 65.000008
70 4.804895 4.999944 14.500000 70.000004
75 4.800239 4.799963 14.500000 74.999969
80 4.799951 4.999942 14.499999 80.000049
85 4.790391 4.799968 14.500000 85.000001
90 4.799947 4.999944 14.500000 90.000001
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Table 5.2. Variation of effective bits with phase (Standard four parameter algorithm).
INPUT PARAMETERS: Amplitude = 4.8Volts Offset = 4.8Vorts
Frequency = 14.5Hz Sampling Rate = 1.61E-4 sees
Input Phase RMS Error Effective Bits
(degrees)
0.000094 16.001017
5 0.009064 8.315149
10 0.000045 15.973932
15 0.000271 13.378940
20 0.004823 9.225418
25 0.000044 15.999300
30 0.004032 9.483760
35 0.000044 16.001751
40 0.000044 16.011168
45 0.009524 8.243652
50 0.000053 15.721600
55 0.000051 15.788179
60 0.003837 9.555361
65 0.000044 15.990738
70 0.004710 9.259418
75 0.000264 13.417159
70 0.000045 15.976115
85 0.009107 8.308195
90 0.000044 16.003049
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From Figure 5.1, the arbitrary nature of the effective bit
calculations is apparent.
The algorithm was tested several times with an input
wave with some particular phase value. All tests gave the
same results, and a clear trend was not discernible.
5.5 MODIFIED ALGORITHM
When using the standard least squared fit algorithm
for parameter estimation, it has been observed that for
input phase values very close to 0°
, a fairly accurate
phase estimate is obtained, whereas for input phase values
further away from 0*, the phase values obtained may or may
not be correct. This leads to unpleasant ambiguities in
the effective bits calculations which need to be
eliminated. In the next section, we develop a method to
remove any phase present in the input data record thereby
ensuring that the sinewave always starts with a phase of
0°. The basic least squared fit algorithm itself is not
modified. The requirements for the correct operation of
the modified fitting routine are also stated.
5.6 PHASE CORRECTION TECHNIQUE
The technique employed for phase correction of the
input sinewave record is as follows. It is based on a
knowledge of the zero-crossing points of the unknown data
record and hence requires that the signal have no offset in
order to correctly determine these zero-crossings. A plot
of the input sinewave before phase correction is carried
out is shown in Figure 5.2. The first positive-going zero-
crossing point is determined. This forms the start of the
new data record. It is also useful in determining the
actual phase of the input signal before phase correction.
All successive points of the old data record now go to form
the new record, until the stopping criterion is met and the
program exits the loop. When a total of three positive-
going, zero-crossings have been detected, indicating that
two full periods of the input sinewave are present in the
new data record, then the stopping criterion is satisfied.
We now have a new data record consisting of two full
periods of the same input sinewave as before, but with a
starting phase of 0° (Figure 5.3). Based on a knowledge of
the first point of the new data record and that of the
original record, we can calculate the actual phase of the
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input sinewave as follows:
actual phase = 360 - (360 * crossover value /
# points in one complete period)
This new data record has its starting point at some
value of t, t > 0. We perform a time shift to bring this
starting value to the origin at t =
. Figure 5.4 shows
the phase corrected sinewave after time shifting has been
accomplished. At this point, the original dc offset which
had been removed earlier, may be restored. The new data
record now forms the input to the least squared fit
algorithm for parameter estimation. Based on the rms error
calculated in the algorithm, the effective bits of the
digitizer may be determined.
5.7 REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPER OPERATION
To ensure correct operation of the modified fitting
routine, regardless of whether simulated data or real-world
data is used, certain requirements have to be met. Failure
to adhere to these requirements may result in totally
erroneous answers
.
1. The data record should contain sufficient number
of periods of the sinewave. The optimum number of
periods is found to be equal to four or five.
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2. The sampling rate should be chosen such that the
interval between samples does not exceed roughly
two degrees. This requirement is necessary to
ensure proper phase correction of the recorded
sinewave
.
3. The amplitude of the input sinewave should be as
close to the full-scale range of the digitizer as
possible in order to exercise the complete dynamic
range and all of the codes of the ADC. Full-scale
testing is far more stringent than less than full-
scale testing. This is because errors due to
aperture jitter, dynamic nonlinearity , noise,
slewing and settling effects can all increase as
the input signal level is increased to full-scale
[5]. Often, the amount of degradation in ADC
performance is significantly more than the ratio
in amplitudes. However, due to additive noise,
the input sinewave may have to be slightly less
than full-scale to avoid clipping at peak values
which leads to harmonic distortion.
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5.8 EVALUATION OF MODIFIED ALGORITHM
The modified method for parameter estimation and
subsequent effective bits calculation has been tested under
a variety of conditions. For our test purposes, we have
considered an input sinewave having an amplitude of 4.8
volts, an offset of 5 volts, a frequency of 14.5 hz and a
sampling rate of 2E-4 sees. These parameters may be varied
as desired. A 16-bit ADC with a 10 volt full scale range
was selected. The input phase was varied in steps of 5"
from 0" to 90" and the output was observed. Table 5.3
shows the variation of the four estimated parameters and
Table 5.4 shows the rms error and effective bits with
changing values of input phase. Figure 5.5 is a plot of
effective bits versus phase for the modified method.
From Table 5.3 it can be seen that for all values of
input phase, the amplitude, offset and frequency are
accurately estimated. This comes as no surprise because
these three parameters were estimated correctly even in the
standard method. Our interest lies in the values of the
estimated phase.
Although the phase estimates are found to be not as
accurate as those obtained using the three parameter test,
they do lie significantly closer to the actual input phase
values. The degree of accuracy of the estimation depends
4 7
Table 5.3. Summary of results forthe modified four parameter algorithm.
INPUTPARAMETERS: Amplitude =4.8Vohs Offset = 5.0Volts
Frequency = 14.3 Hz Sampling Rate = 1.61E-4secs
Input Phase Amplitude Est. Offset Est. Frequency Est. Phase Est.
(degrees) (Volts) (Volts) (Hz) (degrees)
4.800100 5.000020 14.300010 0.0
5 4.800000 5.000024 14.300002 5.385501
10 4.799966 5.000021 14.299997 9.953917
15 4.799961 5.000021 14.300003 14.930876
20 4.799958 5.000018 14.299999 19.907834
25 4.799958 5.000022 14.300001 24.884793
30 4.799949 5.000019 14.299999 29.861751
35 4.799955 5.000022 14.299998 34.838710
40 4.799952 5.000020 14.299998 39.815668
45 4.799953 5.000023 14.300001 44.792627
50 4.799949 5.000024 14.299999 49.769585
55 4.800027 5.000022 14.299997 55.926352
60 4.800024 5.000021 14.299998 60.897583
65 4.800023 5.000020 14.299998 65.868815
70 4.800027 5.000019 14.300001 70.840046
75 4.800037 5.000022 14.300000 75.811277
80 4.800037 5.000021 14.300002 80.782509
85 4.800038 5.000020 14.300003 85.753740
90 4.800042 5.000024 14.299997 90.724971
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Table 5.4. Variation of effective bits with phase (Modified four parameter algorithm).
INPUTPARAMETERS: Amplitude = 4.8 Volts Offset =5.0Volts
Frequency = 14.3 Hz Sampling Rate =1.61E-4secs
Input Phase RMS Error Effective Bits
(degrees)
0.000065 15.452880
5 0.000072 15.299767
10 0.000071 15.585965
15 0.000061 1S.535101
20 0.000062 15.514157
25 0.000062 15.501856
30 0.000063 1 5.473364
35 0.000066 15.426861
40 0.000065 15.430765
45 0.000067 15.403866
50 0.000068 1 5.382894
55 0.000043 16.022694
60 0.000044 16.011807
65 0.000044 15.995286
70 0.000045 15.971380
75 0.000046 15.939915
70 0.000046 15.947650
85 0.000046 15.947394
90 0.000047 15.918290
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to a great extent on the sampling rate chosen. For
example, if sampling occurs at 0.7" intervals, then, the
estimated phase value may lie anywhere within a 0.7° range
of the actual value. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
We now turn our attention to Table 5.4 and Figure 5.5
which show the effective bits obtained as a function of the
input phase. It is very interesting to note that now, for
all input phase values, the number of effective bits
calculated is very accurate, the difference between the
maximum and minimum values calculated being not more than
0.1 bit. Thus the modified technique turns out to be a
significant improvement over the standard method.
The modified fitting routine does have some major
disadvantages, however. Chief among them is its extreme
dependence on the sampling rate to get a good phase
estimate. The requirement for a minimum data record size
also turns out to be quite restrictive in many cases.
While these are not unsurmountable problems, time and other
constraints prevent us from doing anything about them for
the moment
.
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5.9 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH ALGORITHMS
There are several problems common to both the original
as well as the modified method of parameter estimation
using the least squared fit technique.
1. Being an iterative approach, convergence is not
guaranteed. In fact the results from different
runs may not be consistent due to possible
trapping at a local minimum [7]. This can become
quite a problem when the data is poor or when
there is inadequate computational resolution.
2. If the initial frequency and phase estimates are
not sufficiently close to the actual values, then,
instead of converging, the program may diverge
leading to totally erroneous results.
3. If a very small step size is chosen in the
iteration in the hope of always guaranteeing
convergence, it usually takes too long to
converge
.
4. One of the greatest problems lies in the choice of
the input frequency and the sampling frequency.
Care should be taken to see that the sampling
frequency is non-harmonically related to the input
frequency. If the sampling frequency is an
integral multiple of the input signal frequency,
5 3
then the same codes will be sampled over and over
again [5]. If these happen to be good codes, then
a falsely high value of the effective bits will be
obtained, and vice versa for the case of bad
codes being sampled. The worst situation occurs
when the sampling freguency is exactly twice the
signal frequency. When this happens, the
quantization error is not measurable at all.
Having non-harmonlcally related frequencies
ensures that each record will have many different
codes, thereby producing an rms error representa-
tive of the entire data record and not just of a
few repeating codes. It also prevents certain
harmonics from being aliased back onto the
fundamental, thereby causing a higher signal-to-
noise ratio and thus a higher effective number of
bits.
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CHAPTER 6
REFERENCE DATA USED IN TESTING
To evaluate the different algorithms developed for the
parameter estimation and subsequent effective bits
calculation using sinewave curve fitting, both simulated
data as well as real world data records are used. This
data may be pure or it may contain a known amount of
distortion. In this chapter we discuss the generation of
simulated data and then the results obtained from using
this data with the three parameter and the four parameter
estimation algorithms.
6.1 GENERATION OF SIMULATED DATA
The simulated data record may be of either a pure
sinewave or it may be of a sinewave contaminated by noise
or by the addition of higher order harmonics to the
fundamental. In this section, we discuss the generation of
all the three types of data records, followed by an
evaluation of the results obtained with the different data.
55
6.1.1 Pure Sinewave
A sinewave with the desired parameters is generated in
software using the sine function of the computer. This
sinewave is fed to an ideal N-bit ADC which has been
simulated in software. Here it is quantized. The output
of the ADC is then scaled to obtain the simulated sinewave
data record. The error between the input sinewave and the
digitized ADC output is plotted (Figure 6.1). A 16 bit ADC
with a full scale range of 10 volts has been considered in
this case. The error is seen to be within ± 1/2 lsb as is
expected from an ideal 16 bit ADC.
6.1.2 Noisy Sinewave
Calculated amounts of rms noise may be added to a pure
sinewave to produce a noisy sinewave. Standard Gaussian
white noise is generated by the Box-Muller method using a
random number generator. Scaling and shifting is then
carried out to get noise having the desired mean and
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variance. We get:
y . = x.a + u.
i 1 y 'y
where x, is a standard Gaussian white noise sample, y. is
the scaled noise sample, v and a are the desired mean and
variance respectively.
For a Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation of
the distribution is equal to its rms value. Thus, we now
have a noise file with a known rms value. This noise is
added to the previously ijimofated sinewave and the
resultant file is fed to the ADC where it is digitized to
obtain the required digital data record.
6.1.3 Addition of Higher Order Harmonics
Second and third order harmonics of desired amplitude
with respect to the fundamental are generated. These are
added in turn to the input sinewave (fundamental) and the
resulting file is digitized by the ADC to produce the
required digital data record.
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6.2 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The different types of simulated data are used as the
input for testing the three parameter fit and the four
parameter least squared fit algorithms. An analysis of the
results obtained for each case is given below.
6.2.1 Pure Sinewave
When a pure sinewave is used as the input to the
algorithms, the results obtained are as expected. The
parameters of the digitized sinewave are correctly
estimated using both parameter estimation methods. The
effective bits are also calculated without any problem.
6.2.2 Noisy Sinewave
The effect of pure sinewaves, contaminated by the
addition of calculated amounts of Gaussian white noise, on
the effective bits of an ADC have been studied. Files were
calculated for rms noise amplitudes expressed as a
percentage of the input sinewave amplitude, and these were
added to the pure sinewave to produce the required noisy
h9
sinewave. The rms noise amplitudes range from 209s down to
-4
9.7 x 10 % of the input sinewave amplitude. In each
case, the number of effective bits was observed as well as
the accuracy of the fitted parameters (amplitude, offset,
frequency and phase). Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the
variation of the rms error and the effective bits as a
function of the rms noise amplitude for the four parameter
method and the three parameter method, respectively.
Since the number of effective bits of an ADC is given
by:
Effective bits = N - log rms error |?° tu?^ ,2 rms error (ideal)
where N is the number of bits of a perfect ADC, and rms
(ideal) is a constant for an ADC with fixed number of bits,
we would expect the effective bits to be a function of the
actual rms error.
The results are as expected. From Table 6.1 it is
seen that an increase in the rms noise amplitude by a
factor of 2 causes a reduction of one bit in the number of
effective bits calculated for the ADC. A plot of the
effective bits versus rms noise for the four parameter fit
algorithm is presented in Figure 6.2. We see that for rms
noise values from about 20* down to about 15.625 x 10
-3
9> of
the input amplitude, a linear relationship is exhibited
between the effective bits calculated and the rms noise
60
Table 6.1 . Variation of effective bits with rms noise (Modified four parameter algorithm).
INPUT PARAMETERS: Amplitude = 3.0Volts Offset =4.0Vofts Phase = degs
Frequency 14.5 Hz Sampling Rate = 2.00E-4secs
RMS Noise Effective Bits
(% Amplitude)
8.000E00 4.174000
4.000E00 5.197674
2.000E00 6.197492
1.000 LOO 7.133416
5.000 E-1 8.133458
2.500 E-1 9.133884
1.2S0 E-1 10.133936
6.250E-2 11.133418
3.125E-2 12.129516
1.563E-2 13.116469
7.813E-3 14.081300
3.907E-3 14.943130
1.953E-3 1S.S26022
9.765E-4 15.853354
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Table 6.2. Variation of effective bits with rms noise (Three parameter algorithm).
INPUT PARA METERS: Amplitude =3.0Vorts Offset =4.0Volts Phase = Odegs
Frequency =14. 5 Hz Sampling Rate = 2.00E-4 sees
RMS Noise Effective Bits
(% Amplitude)
8.000 E00 3.290571
4.000 E00 4.342305
2.000 EO0 5.365775
1.000EOO 6.376249
5.000 E-1 7.379451
2.500 E-1 8.375580
1.250 E-1 9.374508
6.250E-2 10.372952
3.12SE-2 11.375014
1.563E-2 12.370763
7.81 3E-3 13.356964
3.907E-3 14.302838
1.953E-3 15.135251
9.765E-4 15.633709
4.883E-4 15.892986
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amplitude. For values below 15.625 x 10 SIS of the input
amplitude, the fall-off in the number of effective bits is
slower, until a point is reached where the noise amplitude
is less than the resolution capability of the ADC,
whereupon the noise ceases to affect the effective bit
calculation. Essentially the same results are obtained
with the three parameter fit algorithm.
The results obtained using the three parameter fit
algorithm are similar to those obtained with the four
parameter fit algorithm. Here too, the fall off in
effective bits is directly proportional to the rms noise
amplitude. A plot of the effective bits versus rms noise
for the three parameter fit is presented in Figure 6.3.
The importance of this variation lies in the fact
that, if a pure sinewave is corrupted by a calculated
amount of noise, the corresponding number of bits of the
ADC can be accurately determined. Any deviation from this
value can only be due to the presence of non-linearities in
the ADC under consideration. Hence the quality of the ADC
can be tested.
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6.2.3 Addition of Higher Order Harmonics
When a pure sinewave corrupted by the addition of
higher order harmonics forms the input to the parameter
estimation algorithms, a very significant reduction in the
number of effective bits takes place. However at this
time, there does not seem to be any distinct relationship
between the reduction in effective bits and the amplitude
of the added harmonics.
f.6
CHAPTER 7
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
In this chapter, we describe the computer programs
implementing the modified four parameter least squared fit
algorithm developed in the present work. The main calling
program for the modified algorithm is first described; this
is followed by a description of each of the called
functions
.
7.1 MAIN PROGRAM
We start with an unknown data record consisting of N
samples of amplitude y , k = 0,1 N-l, with known
sampling rate. If simulated data is to be used, then a
simulated data record has to be first generated using
functions s i newave( ) and digit izer() . The sampling rate
enables us to determine the x-axis time values through the
67
relation:
t, = k * fk s
where f is the sampling rate in seconds, k = 0, . . N- 1 , and
t is the required x-axis value. Using the available data,
the input unknown sinewave is plotted (Figure 7.1). It may
be either a pure sinewave, a sinewave corrupted by a known
amount of noise or a sinewave corrupted by the addition of
higher-order harmonics.
Next an initial guess of the frequency is determined,
which will be used as the initial frequency estimate of the
least squared fit algorithm. Of the available options
listed earlier for making an initial guess of the
frequency, we have chosen to determine the zero-crossing
points of the waveform and thereby calculate the frequency.
This requires that any offset present be removed. Since
this criterion is also required for the phase correction
technique, it does not pose any additional labor.
To determine the offset, we have elected to use the
method proposed by Jenq and Crosby [7]. This method
requires a knowledge of the number of samples, the
amplitudes y and the sampling rate, all of which we
already have. Also, being a closed form solution, there's
no question of a lack of convergence to the solution. By
invoking the function dc_offset() we are able to calculate
hH
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the offset. Once the offset has been determined, it is
removed from the input sinewave. The sinewave, now
possessing no offset, is analyzed and two successive
zero-crossing points are recorded. The interval between
them gives the time of one complete period (T) of the
sinewave, from which the frequency can be calculated, since
f = 1/T.
The input now consists of a sinewave with no offset
and with unknown starting phase. The next step is to
remove this phase and get a wave with 0° starting phase.
This is accomplished by invoking the phase correction
function, corphase(
)
. The input waveform after phase
correction is plotted in Figure 7.2. We thus have a new
data record consisting of two full periods of the original
sinewave but with 0° starting phase. The dc offset removed
earlier may now be restored if needed.
Time shifting is performed to enable the new data
record to start from t = 0. This is shown in Figure 7.3.
The phase corrected, time shifted data record now forms the
input to the function leastsquared_fit(), where its
parameters are estimated. The output of this function
consists of estimates of the four parameter of the best- fit
sinewave to the unknown sinewave of the input data record.
The four parameters are the amplitude, offset, frequency
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and phase. The rms error between the input sinewave and
the best-fit sinewave is also calculated in the function.
The best-fit sinewave obtained is plotted in Figure 7.4.
Finally the effective bits of the analog to digital
converter are calculated using the appropriate formula.
7.2 FUNCTIONS CALLED
The first two functions, s i newave( ) and d i g i t i zer ( ) ,
are used to generate the simulated sinewave data used in
the parameter estimation and effective bits calculations.
s
/
newave( )
This function generates a sinewave with specified
parameters - amplitude, offset, frequency and phase.
Inputs to the function are the four parameters, the
sampling rate, and the number of samples required. The
sine() function available in the math library is used. The
output of this function is the simulated, software sinewave
data record.
digitizer()
This function is the software model of an ideal n-bit
analog to digital converter. Both unipolar as well as
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bipolar versions of the ADC are simulated, the choice at
any time being left to the user. It essentially scales and
quantizes the input continuous waveform to produce the
corresponding digital data record. It should be observed
that the digital data record consists of only integer
values. Inputs to the function are the ADC type, number of
bits, full-scale range, and the input data record. The
output consists of the digitized data record.
dc_est i mat or (
)
Estimation of the dc offset of the unknown sinewave is
based on the algorithm developed by Jenq and Crosby [7].
The 4-term Blackman-Harris window is sampled to obtain a
window sequence of the form,
w = 0.35875 - 0.48829Cos(k2!T/N)
+ 0.14128Cos(k4n/N) - . 01 168Cos ( k6II/N)
where
k = 0, 1, N - 1.
The dc offset can then be estimated as
N=l
,
Z. w, s,
dc offset - k=0 k k
N=l
kio wk
The inputs to the function consist of the digitized
data record and the number of samples. The estimated value
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of the dc offset forms the output. This function has been
found to estimate the dc offset quite accurately.
cor phase(
)
Phase correction of the unknown sinewave is
accomplished by means of the function cor phase( ) . Inputs
to the function are the number of samples of the input data
record, the x data and y data values corresponding to these
samples and the number of samples in one complete period.
The output consists of two cycles of the new phase-
corrected, data record of the input sinewave.
To begin with, the first zero-crossing, positive-going
point of the unknown sinewave is located. This forms the
first point of the new data record. Subsequent samples of
the old data record go to form the new data record until
the third zero-crossing, positive-going point is
encountered. This crossover indicates that two complete
cycles of the unknown sinewave have been included in the
new data record.
Next, based upon a knowledge of the first point of the
new data record, the phase of the original sinewave may be
determined by the relation,
phase = 360 - ( f c * 360.0 / # points per cycle)
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where fc is the first crossover point. After phase
correction, the dc offset can be put back into the data
record if required.
/ east_squared_f i t (
)
This function finds the best-fit sinewave to the phase
corrected new data record. The rms error between the input
sinewave and the best fit sinewave is also calculated. It
is based on the four parameter least squared fit technique
developed by Peetz et al. [12] and is fairly straight-
forward. The detailed derivation of this technique may be
found in [ 14 ] .
The inputs to the function are the number of samples,
the x and y coordinates of the data record corresponding to
each sample and an initial estimate of the input frequency.
The outputs are the estimates of the four parameters of the
best fit sinewave - amplitude, offset, frequency and phase,
and the rms error.
The initial phase value is calculated within the
function. The function is iterative in that it goes around
in a loop calculating estimates of the frequency and phase
until the final values lie within some prescribed interval,
whereupon it exits the loop. In our case, the stopping
criterion is when the frequency and phase estimates lie
within 0.0001 of the actual value. Using these estimates.
7 7
the best fit amplitude and offset are determined. The rms
error between the input sinewave and the best fit sinewave
is calculated, from which the effective bits of the ADC may
be obtained.
7 8
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The aim of this work has been to thoroughly
investigate several algorithms used in sinewave curve
fitting and in the subsequent calculation of the effective
bits of an ADC. Each algorithm is tested in order to
discover its merits and demerits, and to devise techniques
for enhancing its performance so that it can function as an
integral part of a larger, more comprehensive fitting
package
.
In this report, three popular algorithms used in
parameter estimation are analyzed. These include the
closed form approximation technique [7], the three
parameter algorithm [14], and the four parameter, general-
purpose least squared fit algorithm [14]. Both pure
sinewaves as well as "impure" sinewaves, contaminated by
noise or by the addition of higher order harmonics to the
fundamental, are digitized by the ADC under consideration;
these sinewaves are subsequently employed as test inputs.
Of the three algorithms listed above, only the last two are
extensively tested with all types of inputs. The first
algorithm is tested only with pure sinewave data.
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The next section deals with the conclusions reached
after analyzing each of the algorithms. These are followed
by our recommendations for future work.
8.1 CONCLUSIONS
The closed form approximation algorithm is found to
give fairly accurate estimates of the amplitude and offset
of the digitized pure sinewave. Major difficulties arise
in the estimation of the frequency and the phase. In order
to get even reasonably accurate estimates for these
parameters, phase unwrapping of the sinewave has to be very
carefully performed to ensure the condition of strict
monotonicity of the phase at all times. While this may not
be too difficult to accomplish with a pure, known sinewave,
it is almost impossible in the case of an unknown sinewave
which has even a very small amount of added noise or
distortion. Since it is necessary to devise an algorithm
capable of handling all types of sinewave inputs, it is
clear that this algorithm has only very limited use.
However, it is both simple and efficient. Consequently, if
a suitable modification could, in fact, be incorporated to
facilitate the condition of phase monotonicity, the closed
8
form approximation algorithm should find extensive
applications
.
When the frequency of the input sinewave is known, the
three parameter fit algorithm is found to be the best
technique to employ in estimating the sinewave parameters
and the effective bits of the ADC under consideration. It
is both simple and efficient, and excellent results are
obtained for all the test cases.
Our studies indicate that although the amplitude and
offset are accurately estimated for all the phase inputs
tested, errors exist in the phase estimates corresponding
to input values in the second and third quadrants. We have
observed that adding a correction factor of n to these
erroneous phase estimates yields satisfactory results. The
three parameter fit algorithm provides excellent values for
the number of effective bits in all the test cases;
moreover, the maximum variation in the effective bits is no
more than 0.1 bit.
The standard four parameter least squared fit
algorithm gives fairly good estimates for the amplitude,
offset and frequency of unknown sinewaves. Problem arise
in the phase estimates and the effective bit calculations.
For cases where the input phase is close to zero degrees,
the phase estimates and the effective bits determined by
the algorithm are relatively accurate. However, for
8 L
arbitrary input phase values, the phase estimates obtained
bear no discernable resemblance to the actual values; the
effective bits calculated are also totally erroneous. To
account for these difficulties, we have incorporated a
phase correction technique in the standard algorithm. The
correction technique essentially shifts the unknown input
sinewave to ensure that its starting phase is always zero
degrees. The resulting modified four parameter algorithm
gives good results for all the test cases considered.
The use of noisy sinewaves as input to the three
parameter and four parameter algorithms has led to an
interesting observation. An increase in the rms noise
amplitude by a factor of 2 is found to cause a reduction of
one bit in the corresponding number of effective bits for
the ADC. The significance of this observation lies in the
fact that the number of bits of an ADC can be determined
fairly accurately even for a pure sinewave corrupted by
noise. Therefore, any deviations from the expected value
are attributable to the presence of non-linearities in the
ADC itself; this provides a means for testing the quality
of the ADC.
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8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
In this report , we have analyzed three popular
algorithms for sinewave parameter estimation and the
subsequent computation of effective bits for ADCs . We have
presented the relative merits and demerits of the
algorithms, and have suggested techniques for enhancing
their performance. As follow-ups to this work we would
like to make the following recommendations.
With regard to the closed form approximation
algorithm, it is necessary to devise an effective technique
for phase unwrapping. Specifically, the technique must
achieve the desired phase unwrapping without excessive
computation even in the case of noisy sinewaves. If this
can, in fact, be accomplished, the resulting modified
closed form approximation algorithm will prove to be
simple, quick and effective.
The modified four parameter least squared fit
algorithm also demands further investigation. Presently,
the results obtained are sensitive to the sampling rate
employed. It is especially important to investigate this
effect, and to propose measures for reducing the dependence
on the sampling rate. Such an enhancement promises to find
widespread application for the algorithm.
8 3
The study of the effects of employing input sinewaves
corrupted by the addition of higher order harmonics is a
topic for future research. This will provide insights on
the precise effect of the amplitudes of the added harmonics
on the degradation of the effective number of bits of the
ADC.
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SOURCE CODE LISTINGS
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/K**X*(XXIfK**t»nmtXMt«(nU*(ttM*«mfSf**t(SI«X**tttm
* source file: o>nste.c >
l FUNCTION: corphasatnp* x.datai y_a» points. dc»
neuxt ncwyi m>tsi realr-h)
S DESCRIPTION: Performs phase correction 3nd time
* shiftins of the input data record.
* FUNCTIONS
I called:
Kamini Snanoi
* DATE CREATED: 01 Septeaber 1?SS Version 1,00 X
* *
xmxmmmxsx»«mx«MXXS*x*Xxt***mxXxx*XXXxxxXxx*x*xX*/
include <stdio.h>
include <sath.h>
define MAXCHR 30 /* Character array size. */
define HAXPTS 5000 /t Flot array si*«. t/
define hAXTIT SO n Title arras sire. x/
define EOL '\n' /£ Neu line symbol. »/
define ERROR 1 /t Error termination condition. */
define NORMAL /t Normal termination condition. t/
define PI 3.141552&53 /S Constant value of PI. tf
int corphasalnpi >:_d3taj il.ai points, do neuxi ncuy.
npts> realr-h)
int. nr
' I* Mumbef of points in input record. %/
Xnptsi /J Number of points in nou record. %/
le dc ' /* Offset of inr-ut data record. «/
pointsi /J Number of points in one period. */
Xx.data. /* X-axis valuer, of original record. 8/
* 3 - 3 ' ^* Y-axis values of original record. t/
Xneuxi /* X-axis values of neu data record. «/
Xneuy, /t Y-axis values of neu data record. */
trealph; /* Actual input phase value. »/
HS
int. .i- .j: l.» /* benersl purpose iiiuieos.
crossover? /* v.-ilu:? of first rro:>r.iivpr Point.
double decrees? /* Calculated phase*
ch.ir tempi /i riijuiA'j variable.
/« „/
/* Find the first zero crossing point and seoerete new record, t/
/% 5/
if (y_sC0.1 = 0.0)
if (a.itl] > 0.0)
*reelph = 0.0*
else
*reslph = 1B0.0?
•npts = nPi
for (i = 0; i < rip: i + +>
new::Ci1 = ::_datefij;
r.eu^Ci] = w_.->r.i.1;
crossover = 0t
i -• 0;
j = 0!
do
<
if ((s_e.fi t 13 > «_sCi3) tt ('j-ofi + 1] >- 0.0) S2
<ii_3Ci] < 0.0))
<
if (crossover == 0)
i
neusCj: = s_eCi + 1.1 i
neuxCJ] = x-.d3t.-sCi + 13;
J = .; t i;
k = it /* first pt after crossover. */
crossover = crossover + 1J
>
else
<
neuyfj] = *._3Ci t ]3>
neuxCJ] = x.datsCi + 1J:
j = i t i;
crossover = crossover + li
H9
if (crossover > 0)
<
neuvt J3 = y_af i + 1 J J
neuxCH « x-dataCi « 115
J = J + li
>
while (crossover < 3)i
/t
/* Find Phase of original data record.
/t
decrees - (doufole)k t 360.0 / points*
SreslF-h = 360.0 - decrees!
tnp i;
printf (•\n\nCarph*se function successful
.
€
) i
retwrn(O)
j
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/*«mm«m*w«*«««*«M«******«***»*«m«st*M*M*»s*t
* SOURCE filf:
« function: dc -estimatar(npj y..inp/ del
* INSCRIPTION:
*
*
* FUNCTIONS
* CALLED
:
*
Code employing .ienn's method for t
obtaining the initial dc offset estimate *
of the unknown data record. r
*
(user librsra)
Kaaini Shenoi
* DATE created: 10 October 1?SS Up -si on 1.00
tttttttttutttttttttttttxttttt**tttt*ttttttuttt*tttttt*ttttttt/
•include <stdio.h>
•include <math.h>
tdefine EOL '\n'
tdefine ERROR 1
define MAXPTS 10000
define NORMAL
define PI 3,14159265:5
/* New line symbol.
/% Error termination condition.
/% Maximum number of paints.
/* Normal termination condition.
/% Constant value of PI.
*,'
*/
*/
int de_esti«ator(np
int. npj
double Jdci
*y.-inp;
_inpj dc)
/% Number of data points.
/* PC attest estimate.
/* Input data record.
*/
l.l
int ki
double dnumi
ddenomi
uindouCNAXFTSl
;
/* General-purpose luop counter.
/t Numerator of dc offset.
/* Denominator of dc offset.
/* uindou seauenec.
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/..; _ 1/,
t% Obtain trie window bCRuerics (' - tern. Blacks..-.!! 1 i.ar ri !. wirirfou*S/
,.-, x/
fo- (i. = o: k : npi t in
uindauTkl = 0.35S73 - 0.48829 S cos! (ri'iul>l<!)k * ?.(1 *
PI / (double)ni-) I 0.1.1123 t
cos< (double Ik S 1.0 t PI / (doublelnp)
- 0.01US S cos((double)k * A.O t PI /
(double )np)
»
/t ,./
/* Calculate the DC - offset. estiaator< */
dnuir. = 0.0*
ddenoo = C.Oj
for (k = 0; k < npf k ft)
dnua = dmim + windc-urkJ X K.inpCkli
ddpr.odi = ddanon + windouCkli
*dc = dnuo / ddencGi!
/i: ,j
/* Normal termination. */
/, 5/
return<NORMfiL);
9:>
/«tt*«St*ttt(t *********** tttttttttstttttttttttttttttttttttttitt
t
* SOURCE FIIE! digit.
e
* FUNCTION: diaitizer(adetypp> num.bits. vfsi nu«_pts,
t y_3t u_d» «axinp)
*
*
t DESCRIPTION: Ideal N-bit ABC (bipolar or unipolar).
t Digitizes 3D analog input- voltage. *
t . *
* *
t FUNCTIONS *
t CULLED: Nonp. *
* *
t *
* AUTHORS Ksnini Shonoi *
t t
* *
t BATE CREATED: 2S June 198S Version 1.00 *
ttittttitt t«*«* tttttattSitttittitttfiSttttttttt i ttttttttttttt/
include <stdio.h>
inelude <math.h>
define EOL '\n' /% Npu line symbol. */
define NORMAL /* Noma! termination condition. */
int di gi tizer(3detype» num..bits* vfsr nuai.ptsf y..ar y_di maxinpl
int nutt-ptsj /t Number of points to be digitized. */
nua_bitsi /S Number of bits of the ADC. */
*y_d? it Digital code corrcs. to input val. */
chsr sdctypei tt Typo of ADC. */
double vfs. /i Full scale voltage of ADC. */
tita;:inpj
*y_3 j
/* Array of input voltages.
int. ii /* General-purpose loop counter,
char naae! /t Type of ADC.
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le e::Pfti /t 2.0 ** r,
precision; /* Precisian (if the ABC.
/* 5/
/* Calculate the precision of the ARC. i.e. the value of an Is!?.*/
/» !:/
e>:r-n - pou(2.0» (dauble)nu*~bits)
!
toaxinp = 0.0;
if Udctupe =" 'h' II sdctspe — 'R'>
{
precision = vfs / (cxpn / 2.0);
for <i = 0» i < nuft-ptftf i + f)
a-dtiJ = (ir,t)((((y—«Ci.l + vfs) J (expo - 1)) /
(2.0 * vfs)) + (precision / 2.0)).'
else
precision = vfs / e>:pn;
for (i = o; i < num_pts-' if+)
if (s-ati^ > Insxir.p)
iBSKinp = V-aCH?
s_dCi.l = (int!(((a_3ti3 * (o;pn - 1))
/ (vfs)) t 0.5):
if (y_dnn > (cirpr. - 1 ) )
B..drn = (expn - 1);
/t
/* Norra.il termination.
/t
return<N0RrlAL)i
>
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*
'
*
* SOURCE FILE: lsf.c »
* *
* f
t FUNCTION: lc3st..5eKiar_d_fit<n_.i-oir,ts. time, *
t sine_inp» f..est.i»_t.ej offset.i *
* 3aiplitudei freaj phasei rms_error) *
» I
* *
* DESCRIPTION! Employs (.he four psrsoeter least. sGuared £
* fit techniaue for P3r3_eter estimation of *
* the input, sineuave. 5
* t
* FUNCTION
* CALLED:
*
None. t
1
*
* *
* AUTHOR: Ka.ini Shsnai »
* s
1
*
* DATE CREATED: 21 Ausust 1988 Version 1.00 *
* t
* I
tt$tttttttt*ttt*ttttttttttmtttt*tttttt*t*ttttttttttttt*tttt*t/
include <stdia.h>
include <aath.h>
tdefir.e E01. - \r.' It. Neu line r>_»l.ol.
(define ERROR 1 /* Error termination condition.
define HAXPTS 5000 /* Maximum number of points.
define NORMAL /% Normal termination condition.
define PI 3.141592653
int le3st_SGusred._fit.<n_roirtt.SF timei sine_inpi f_c_tir.ate»
offset) amplitude; freui phasd
rms-.error
)
-points; /* NuHihor of data points. */
Samplitude* /* Amplitude estieate of sineuave. %/
toffseti /* Offset. estimate of sineuave. %/
*freoj /_ Freuuency estiaste of sineuave. */
phaset /» Phase estimate of sineuave. «/
*sine_ine* /* Input sample values. */
time* / Input, sampling intervals. r./
f..est.ir_3t:;, /% Initial freouanca estimate. */
9 5
,'J Calculated rats errcri
int. ij /* Gene rcl-purpose loop counter* t
doubJ o alpha ; batSi su»-<J» S«J«_b? StJ»_i(J 8-y» b-*-i i a_b»
b_b. a_ji w_«» b-t-Hf ;;„h..l. b-ii.t* b~h~t~t.i b_ti
s.tf o.t-tj allnufti dl2nu*« a21nu»» a22nu»f deno*»
all i b!2i t"i21 » a22» 3«p_nus» ajup-dcnnmr V3lue>
phi? rsl-deiu rs2_dam rt Sj »> rc.s» .'.estimate*
oestinatPt «ia>;? «ini r-isn* iiitii JL<? ? f_<?rron p.error!
char U:gf; /s 0<i«au variable. *
/*-
/» Find the »5>; and ain value of input record.
/X
• in = 100. o:
bsk = 0.0
;
for 'i = 0? i < n_Point.si i H)
if <?ine_.in?ri 3 > nis:-:)
&3>: - sine_inpCi3J
if (sine_inpCi3 < Bin)
a in * sir*e_inpCi33
sestisate = (a** - sin) / 2.0?
a^sticatt: - (gam + sin) / 2»0i
if ( fine-in? CI 3 >= sine_inpC03)
sisn - 1.0*
else
tiin = - l.flj
an5le = ( Csirie-inpCOJ - oestimate) / sesliftate)!
f-hi - si£Jn t 3cas(3n£le)i
value = (double)ri..pointf,J
tfraa = f„estiaate t 7.0 * PI?
•phase = phi*
/* %/
ft Psrooster estimation loop beains hare, t/
/% x/
do
u = tfreoi
Phi = *ph3sei
9 6
In i t i 3l ize t lie SUflif.
SU&...3 = .o;
s'iu-b = ,0i
5u*_y * .Oi
s_y = .01
b_y = .0 1
a_b = 0,,01
b_b = .0
a.s = 0, Oi
y_y = .01
b.t_« = 0. Of
s_b_t = .o;
b.b.t " 0. o;
b.b-t..t = O.Oi
b.t = 0, Oi
s_t » 0, Oi
b-t.t = 0. o;
-*/
t/
-s/
, x 1/
/i Compute the sixteen suns required for the estimates. */
,» s/
for (i = 0} i < n.points* i f + )
<
alpha = co5(u X t.ioeCiil + phi);
bets = r.in(u J tiaerii] + phi).'
sun_y = susi_y + sine_.inpCi 3 i
suo-3 = sum_a + alpha?
suni-b = sum_b t bets;
a..y = a-y + alpha $ sine_inpCi3
j
b_y = b_.y
-f bete t sincinpCil I
a_b = a_b i alpha * beta*
b_b = h_b t bets t bet.?.;
a_3 * a„a i alpha t alpha;
y-y « y..y t sine-inptii] $ f,ine_inpti3;
B-t.K = b_t..y t beta * tinetij J sine_inpCi ]
;
a-b_t = a_b_t + alpha J: beta t tinem;
b..b_t = b_b_t 1 beta * beta S ti«eCi];
b_b_t_t = b_h_t_t. t bets t bets * tiseti] * tioeCi.1;
b-t = b_t 1 beta * ti»eCi.li
3-t = a..t + alpha » tinem;
b_t..t = b_t_t t beta t timed: S tiaeCi.li"
>
/* Usina the sua.s> calculate all» S12* a21j »/
allnun. = (a_b_t - (b..t i (sum_a / value)))
(a_b..t - (s..t. * <su«._b / value)))
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<a_a ts«iis„a 5 (-.Ma..,-? / valus))) r
(b-b.-t._t - (b_t_l S (su»_h / value)));
al2nu« = (a..b..t - tb_t i: (suaua / value))) *
<a_fc - (stm.a $ (titiuub / value))) -
ta._c (sua.s t C5un_a / value))) *
(b_b_t - <b_t. « (sua.b / value)))*
aZlmi* = <3...!.' - (sum._b 3 (sun- a / value))) *
(a..b_t - (a,t e(6U«-.b / value))) -
(a..s - (sum. a $ (suft~a / value))) *
(b_h_t - (b.t * Csu»_b /value)))!
a22nu» i: Ca-b - (su(t-.b ? (sun..a /value))) *
(3_h - ('j.uii.3 * (?un_b / value))) -
<3._3 - (sum_3 S (suui-a / value))) *
(b_b - CsuA.b t (sun.b / value)))!
denoa = (a_a - <su»..a t (suA_a / value))) *
Ca.3 - (subi_3 * (sum..;; / value))):
all -~ allnua / denom*
a 12 = 3l2num / den en j
o21 = a2 inum / denom
J
a22 = a2?num / tfenaa i
rsl_d«?n ~ £a_y - sutt_s 2 ( sum_y / value) ) *
rs2_den = (a_a - sua_s t (sua- a / V3lue))i
(<h_t..y - b.t t <su(n_>! / value)) / rul-den)
((a_b-t - b_t t (sus_a / value)) / rs2_den)i
<(b_y - suia.b * (sua.u / value)) / rsl_den)
<(s_b - sua_b * (sua-a / value)) / PB2-den)i
n %f
/* Using the estimate? calculate the fr<?R and phase* t/
/s x/
tfren = u + {(Ca22 * r) - (»12 1 s)) /
((all S a22) - (a!2 * a21)))j
tphsse = phi + (((all * r, ) - (a?l S r)) /
((all * a22) - (al2 * 321))).:
f.error = Sfrea - u!
p_error
- Ofiase - phi;
>
while (((f.error * f.error? > 0.00001) II
((p..error * p..errar) > 0.000OD);
9 8
,'t 1/
.'I: Calculate the fitted amplitude ami offset, »/
,'t sv
3fl.p_iv.im = o.o;
3mp_de.iom = 0.0;
autF-nun (a..s - (su»_a * (su«_y / value)) + b_** - (r>um._b *
(su.,_<j / value)) . b_t..u - (h_t t (_.uat_y / value)))*
3mp_denoft = (a_a - (suo_a t (sutt-a / value)) + a_b - (sun_b
* (sum_.a / value))
. a_b_t - (b_t t (sua_3 / value
(amplitude = a*p_num / 3*p_denom i
(offset = (SUB-V / value) - ((amplitude S <5im_.a / value));
/% %/
/( Calculate the rms. error. */
n s/
r»s - (>;..y / V3lue)
.
((amplitude ( Samplitude t a_a /value) -
(2.0 i (amplitude S a_s /. value) t (Soffset * Soffset)
- (2.0 ( toffsst t _«»_« / valu*) t
(2.0 * (amplitude t (offset ): r,u«_a / value);
(rHS~srrar = SQrt(ras))
/* «/
/& Normal termination. (/
n ,/
return(N0R«AL))
>
* *
t SOURCE FILE: 5infiusve.c «
* FUNCTION: sinewavetnp/ ami'f do frea* nunu.C-C-esj *
r thet.3. x.-dat> B_il.it.) f
t description: Generates - _inew.we uith paraaeiars *
* specified h_ the ur.er. This „in_u3ve t
* Poms the input to the digitizer. *
* *
* *
* FUNCTIONS *
f CALLED! _in() Until librars) *
* *
t *
* AUTHOR: K-oini Shenoi t
t *
* *
t DATE CREATED: 23 June 1908 Verr.ion 1. 00 1
tt-itittzttifitxtxttzzztttttlfllitittitts-tztttiititiitx-itfisttzt/
I
include <stdi o*h>
include <nsth.h>
define HAXPTS 4000 /* Plot array size.
define E0L '\n' /* Nay line synbol. */
define NORMAL /* Marnal terniriution condition. */
define PI 3. 141592653 /S Constant valud Pi. */
iflt sineuavetnp* sept dc» freo» nu«__ cycles, tlietai j._dat. y_dst)
int np» /% Huaber of date points. */
double smp» /% Amplitude of sineuave. */
dc» /Z D.C. offsot of sineuave. */
frea» /* Input tost frequency of sinc_uave. 8/
nua_cycles» /% Nut-bar of cycles. */
thetm /* Phase shift (do^rees). */
t>._datj /% Array of abscissa values. */
ty_dat! /* Array of ordinate values. %/
/% Gcneral-pui-posc luur- counter.
100
dqiiMt! ine* it Incrnmiiit for itt-'iici'jWfi V3lut!6» t/
angle* /t Ar^uHient Cor !>in function (irdu). */
L? /'s Abscissa value (de:3rG>;s) . %/
It - 5/
/* Sat initial value and incrir*ent for abscissa values. */
/t j/
t = 0.0;
inc = (nuft_cyeles)/(f reo J (nr- - l))i
,.
,/
/* Generate the sine usve. */
/t 1/
for (i = O; i < npi i + t)
<
x_datcn t!
an31e = 2.0 t FI » freo * t + thet.i 5 (PI / ISO.Oli
y_dstCi!l = 3Mf> * sin(an41e) I dci
t = t + inci
>
/« s/
/t N'oraal termination. 1/
/% 1/
return (NORMAL);
>
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ABSTRACT
The present work deals with the evaluation of various
algorithms used in sinewave parameter estimation and the
subsequent effective bit computations for Analog to Digital
Converters (ADCs).
Three algorithms have been investigated in this work.
They include the Closed Form Approximation Method, the
Three Parameter Fit Method (with known frequency) and the
Four Parameter Least Squared Fit Method (with unknown
frequency). Both the ADC under consideration as well as
the reference data employed in testing the algorithms are
simulated in software. The test inputs include pure and
corrupted sinewaves. For each case, the degradation in the
effective bits for the ADC is observed.
Our studies indicate that the Closed Form Approxima-
tion is not as simple as anticipated. To obtain even
reasonably good estimates, strict phase unwrapping is
vital. This is not easily accomplished for unknown
sinewaves
.
The Three Parameter Fit Method gives excellent results
when the input frequency is known. Moreover, it is simple
and efficient. The only disadvantage is that a correction
factor has to be incorporated in the algorithm to
compensate for phase estimation errors.
The standard Four Parameter Least Squared Fit Method
is adequate only for input phase values in the neighborhood
of zero degrees. Modifications have been made to this
algorithm to deal with arbitrary input phase values. These
modifications yield satisfactory results.
